Samsung strives for technologies that shatter the boundaries of imagination in order to make life
simpler and more enjoyable. As part of its vision set for 2020, Samsung is working to become one
of the world’s most innovative, admired and professional companies
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Throughout the years, research and development in
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Under this vision (“Inspire the World, Create the Future”),
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Samsung Flagship Products
■■Galaxy S – series of cellphones based on the
Android Operating System, launched in 2010
and gained tremendous local and international
success.
■■SMART TV – particularly thin designed
television that offers an interactive viewing
experience incorporating a range of applications
(much like the applications installed on smart
phones) including Facebook, Twitter and even
Hebrew-language news websites.
■■4 Door Refrigerator – 800 liter volume
refrigerator with 4 doors, a middle drawer for
easy access at the marble level, freezer, wine
refrigerator, quick refrigeration, LED lighting,
Touch Kiosk (no buttons) etc.
■■950 27” Monitor – designed computer screen
suitable for television viewing, which incorporates
two dimensional to three dimensional conversion
for viewing through active 3D glasses.
■■Eco-bubble – washing machine with unique
technology: the laundry is done with a soap
bubble that protects material and saves energy.
■■Series 9 Laptop – premium laptop for business
executives, made from duralumin (strong, light
material used in aeronautics), 16 million colors
and extremely lightweight (1.3 kg).
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The Marketing
Challenge in Israel

value, which is reflected in clear technological

Things You Didn’t Know About
Samsung
■■ When it first started out in Korea, Samsung
was involved in sugar production.

innovation in all company products both

■■ In 1982 Corporate set up a baseball team.
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Israel was integrating its marketing

As part of this framework, Samsung is launching
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campaigns in the various forms of media as

■■ The company’s innovations entered several
Guinness Book of Records: the thinnest cell
phone in the world and the highest resolution
cellular camera (10mega pixels) in the world.
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product and experienced SMART TV capabilities. The

The Creative Solution

of the company’s marketing and media activity.

In order to provide a solution to the challenge, a local

■■ Samsung was the first company worldwide
to launch the Blu-Ray player.
■■ Samsung entered Fortune magazine’s list of
the top 50 most admired companies in the world.

SMART brand value will from now on be reflected in all
to Sheba Children’s Hospital in Tel-Hashomer.
Around the world, Samsung has been one of the major
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Community Activity
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As part of the business community, Samsung sees
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the 2012 London Games.
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